Baruch Prepares For Budget Showdown

by Michael Agranoff

A coordinating committee was organized by President Clyde J. Wingfield concerning the current problem of funding for The City University of New York (CUNY). This committee is the President’s Coordinating Committee on The Budget Crisis whose coordinator is William R. Monat, Dean of Students. Also on the committee, which is comprised of both students and faculty, are: Michael Agranoff; Alicia Alvarado; David Epstein; Jim Flanders; Marilyn Furness; Wilber; Gilbert; Barry Goldstein; Robert Greenberger; Mitchell Greenstein; Jeffrey Lomasky; Elizabeth Mizarro; Chris Rodriguez; Carlos Vasquez; Jose Vives; Norris Wilder and Dean Maurice C. Benvenuti; Dean Julius J. Matana; Dean Roy R. Senour; Prof. Theodore H. Lang; Dr. Samuel From; Alman; Prof. Donna E. Shalala; Dr. Donald Smith; Dr. John A. Marlin; Dr. Ronald Gatty; Dr. Abraham J. Breiff; Prof. Edward Primesh; Dr. Constance Denne; Dr. Aaron Leventis.

The committee held its first meeting on February 7 at 4:00. Although most the faculty were there only a few student members were there due to lack of time to announce the meeting. The meeting began with Dean Monat welcoming everyone and advising them why the committee was set up. The committee’s first meeting was held on February 7 at 4:00. Although most the faculty were there only a few student members were there due to lack of time to announce the meeting. The meeting began with Dean Monat welcoming everyone and advising them why the committee was set up.
ANNOUNCEMENTS

212's Creative Workshops

Inner Search Series

Art Workshop
Mondays and Fridays with Clew.
This week: Calligraphy and a character study.

Music Workshop
With Mike and Jesus
Tues. 2-5 in the Oak Lounge.
Tues. 12-2 lessons in the Oak Lounge with Jesus.

Photo Workshop
with Ken Wex
Thurs. 2-5 in 403.

Faculty Student Debate
Faculty Student Debate Series,
Watch For Them.

OPEN TO ALL STUDENTS

Inner Search Series At 7 P.M.
February 18, 1972

Adventure in Self-Series. Yoga - "Stephan Kanger"
Demonstrations & Discussions
by group Will Go Through Series Of Experiences And Exercises

- creating different states of consciousness through the head
- use of sounds and chanting in meditation.

With: Bill Russo Certified Teacher of Yoga
Student of Swami, Vishnudevananda
Taught at Richmond Center, St. Vincent Hospital
and South Beach Clinic YMCA
For Information: Morty Mintz
Rooom 212 Student Center
OPEN TO ALL STUDENTS Room, 212
Who's Fight Is It?

Where are the students? Where are the sign makers? Where are the picket lines? Where are the speeches? Where are the people who get elected? The people who get elected must be concerned with the Baruch Community as a creative work done by one person's expose on the lives of those of us not so fortunate. Money is scarcer than ever before, and or those back-biting terrorists have been somehow ordained as gods with rights to the total relief doesn't come until you get the space in Baruch. As all of us itinerant partyers know, there are many empty spots; and or those back-biting terrorists have been somehow ordained as gods with rights to the total relief doesn't come until you get the space in Baruch. As all of us itinerant partyers know, there are many empty spots; and or those back-biting terrorists have been somehow ordained as gods with rights to the total relief doesn't come until you get the space in Baruch. As all of us itinerant partyers know, there are many empty spots; and or those back-biting terrorists have been somehow ordained as gods with rights to the total relief doesn't come until you get the space in Baruch. As all of us itinerant partyers know, there are many empty spots; and or those back-biting terrorists have been somehow ordained as gods with rights to the total relief doesn't come until you get the space in Baruch. As all of us itinerant partyers know, there are many empty spots; and or those back-biting terrorists have been somehow ordained as gods with rights to the total relief doesn't come until you get the space in Baruch. As all of us itinerant partyers know, there are many empty spots; and or those back-biting terrorists have been somehow ordained as gods with rights to the total relief doesn't come until you get the space in Baruch. As all of us itinerant partyers know, there are many empty spots; and or those back-biting terrorists have been somehow ordained as gods with rights to the total relief doesn't come until you get the space in Baruch. As all of us itinerant partyers know, there are many empty spots; and or those back-biting terrorists have been somehow ordained as gods with rights to the total relief doesn't come until you get the space in Baruch. As all of us itinerant partyers know, there are many empty spots; and or those back-biting terrorists have been somehow ordained as gods with rights to the total relief doesn't come until you get the space in Baruch. As all of us itinerant partyers know, there are many empty spots; and or those back-biting terrorists have been somehow ordained as gods with rights to the total relief doesn't come until you get the space in Baruch. As all of us itinerant partyers know, there are many empty spots; and or those back-biting terrorists have been somehow ordained as gods with rights to the total relief doesn't come until you get the space in Baruch. As all of us itinerant partyers know, there are many empty spots; and
THE BCCC

The BCCC is composed of 28 members: 12 students, 12 faculty members, the President, and the present administrative committee. The BCCC was born in the midst of Student unrest in the Fall of 1970, following the publicized boycott of classes. The following spring saw the establishment of a new open admissions program. But the most interesting point about the BCCC is the composition of this organization. The present committee was elected to consider and determine the future role of the BCCC. The reason seems to be that one does not have a very clear view of it. And these are the questions I asked myself:

What is the BCCC? or Who are They?

Baruch College C C C.

The BCCC is a representative body of students and faculty. It is empowered to make recommendations to the Board of Trustees, the President and the administrative committee. The BCCC is composed of 28 members: 12 students, 12 faculty members, the President, and the present administrative committee. The BCCC was born in the midst of Student unrest in the Fall of 1970, following the publicized boycott of classes. The following spring saw the establishment of a new open admissions program. But the most interesting point about the BCCC is the composition of this organization. The present committee was elected to consider and determine the future role of the BCCC. The reason seems to be that one does not have a very clear view of it. And these are the questions I asked myself:

What is the BCCC? or Who are They?

THE MATH DEPARTMENT

Baruch College.

The Mathematics Department consists of a group of mathematically trained people who are interested in teaching and learning mathematics. The primary mission of the Department is to provide a program of instruction in mathematics that will meet the needs of students in all phases of the College curriculum.

The Mathematics Department is composed of a group of faculty members, each of whom is responsible for a specific area of mathematics. The areas of specialization are:

- Algebra
- Analysis
- Geometry
- Probability
- Statistics

The Mathematics Department offers a variety of courses, ranging from basic courses in algebra and geometry to more advanced courses in analysis and probability. These courses are designed to meet the needs of students in a wide range of fields, including business, economics, computer science, and the natural sciences.

The Mathematics Department is committed to providing a high-quality education in mathematics, and to preparing students for careers in mathematics and related fields. The Department is dedicated to the principles of excellence in teaching, research, and service, and to the advancement of mathematical knowledge and its applications.

American Marketing Association

Career Conference

March 2

For senior marketing specialization majors:

Information about companies attending...

Registration for interviews...

February 17, Room 1420

12-2 P.M.

Don Walker, President

Vince Nolan, V.P.

Joe Kats, Texas

Milt Deutsch, Inc.

A Perfect Tuesday

Looking for Extra Money?

Well here's a perfect opportunity

Agents are wanted:

To work in their spare time, for a travel agency.

Very Good Commission

Call:

871-1126 or 633-2539

Tickets

Baruch College.

Thursday, February 17th

North Lounge S. C., 12-2 P.M.

All Girls Welcome at: B.O. JOIN US S. Introductory E.R.A.
ATTENTION

ALL CLUBS & ORGANIZATIONS

Deadline for submitting budget requests
for the spring 1972 term is Wednesday, February 16,....

All budgets must be submitted on official forms only.
If you have not received one in your mailbox
they are available in room 411 S.C. If you have any questions regarding the
budget contact me through room 411 S.C. or room 316 S.C.

Barry Goldstein
Treasurer.
Barbey - Remember the name... you will never forget the face

PAUL SCOFIELD
JOHN MCGENERY

BARTLEBY

Based on a story by Herman Melville
Adapted and Produced by ANTHONY FREEMAN & ROYCE O'GROVER
Original Music by RANBBOW EYEFEX
MARION STRIKE & MARVIN STERN presents a Lion International Film COLOR

AMERICAN PREMIERE NOW

New York City, N.Y.

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 15, 1972

VITTORIA

To The New Faces of Baruch

During the past year, students of Baruch have been eager to learn more about the College's various departments and programs. To accomplish this goal, the College held a series of open house events, which were attended by thousands of students and parents. Among the many activities offered at these events, one in particular stood out for its unique approach to education: the "Barbey - Remember the name... you will never forget the face." This event was held in New York City, N.Y., and featured two of the most famous actors in the film industry: Paul Scofield and John McGenery. The event was a huge success, attracting a large crowd of eager students and parents who were excited to learn more about the College's various programs and initiatives.

The screening of the new film "Bartleby" was a highlight of the event, and featured an adaptation of a classic story by Herman Melville. The film was directed by Anthony Freeman and produced by Royce Grover, and featured original music by Rainbow Ex. The film was a huge success, and was met with critical acclaim from both students and parents.

The event also featured a number of other activities, including a lecture series, workshops, and a variety of hands-on activities designed to engage students and parents in the College's various programs. The event was a huge success, and was met with critical acclaim from both students and parents.

The College plans to continue to hold similar events in the future, in order to further engage students and parents in the College's various programs and initiatives. These events will continue to be held in New York City, N.Y., and will feature a variety of activities designed to engage students and parents in the College's various programs and initiatives.

Barbey - Remember the name... you will never forget the face.

— by Gary Garcia

Many thanks to the staff of Barbey for the opportunity to see their new film, "Bartleby." The film was a huge success, and was met with critical acclaim from both students and parents.

The screening of the film was a highlight of the event, and featured a Q&A session with the stars of the film, Paul Scofield and John McGenery. The Q&A session was a huge success, and was met with critical acclaim from both students and parents.

The event also featured a number of other activities, including a lecture series, workshops, and a variety of hands-on activities designed to engage students and parents in the College's various programs. The event was a huge success, and was met with critical acclaim from both students and parents.

The College plans to continue to hold similar events in the future, in order to further engage students and parents in the College's various programs and initiatives. These events will continue to be held in New York City, N.Y., and will feature a variety of activities designed to engage students and parents in the College's various programs and initiatives.

Barbey - Remember the name... you will never forget the face.